
Reavers on the Seas of Fate - Session Summary 06/03/2012 

Today's Episode:  Quest for Azlant 

   

The pirate vessel, Teeth of Araska, sails the Azlant Islands in search the Black Bunyip, her 

captain (Morgan Baumann), and the Andoran Sun Temple Colony.  The heroes are: 

 Captain Sindawe H'kilata Narr, the fist-punchin' Mwangi monk (Chris). 
 First Mate Ref “Serpent” Jorensen, the staff-bashin' Ulfen druid/ranger and his snake 

Saluthra (Paul). 
 Gunnery Mate Wogan, the pistol-packin' celibate cleric of Gozreh (Patrick). 
 Hatshepsut, monk and high priestess of a lost civilization who doesn’t savvy much Common 

and her cobra Naja. 
 Samaritha, the wand-blastin’ serpentfolk wizard in the guise of a pretty half-elf, and now 

Serpent’s wife! 
 Bosun Tommy Blacktoes, the staff-slingin' sneaky halfling rogue (was Kevin, now an NPC). 
 Lavender Lil, a buxom tiefling ex-prostitute, and Tommy's girlfriend. 
 With them are the pirates of the Teeth of Araska, some 20+ souls consisting of: 

 Survivors from the ship's previous pirate crew  
 Ex-slaves escaped from their Chelish owner (Martino Marcellano) and recruited 

from their castaway island home 
 Various other recruits, some willing, some not. 
 Daphne, a female sorcerer kidnapped from the coastal town Hollobrae and 

dominated by Samaritha into compliance and friendly spell casting. 
 
 

Mordant Spire Elves!  On a Skimmer! 

 The Teeth of Araska is sailing towards the Sun Temple colony when a Mordant Spire 

skimmer emerges from behind a low, rocky island.  The skimmer flies a "gray tower on black" flag.  

It is time to fight or flee because the pirates have previously attacked (and sank) a Mordant Spire 

skimmer though its command crew escaped via teleport. 



 The Teeth of Araska gains the weather gauge which gives these advantages:  always has 

the initiative, +2 to speed checks, and +2 to maneuverability checks.  The weather is unseasonably 

warm with a wind out of west. 

 Wogan orders the cannon loaded, then pops the cork on an Eversmoking Bottle, causing 

a cloud to billow out behind the ship.  Captain Sindawe orders additional sail and continues heading 

north (5 squares).  He also orders the crew to "clear for action".  The skimmer is a single masted 

vessel with pontoon sections rather than a single hull.  It maneuvers toward the Teeth of Araska, 

closing to short range (for ships... it is long range for man powered missile weapons).   

 Both crews spend this time scrambling to get things ready or loaded, thus no violence 

occurs yet.  Sindawe, remembering that "elves use bows", orders the mantlets dropped into the 

starboard side holders.   

 The Teeth of Araska switches to a northwest heading to maintain its lead; it maintains its 

lead in speed too.  The skimmer handily closes to short range on the starboard side.  Sindawe uses 

his Crown of Blasting (minor) to shoot their rigging, but misses the entire vessel.  Serpent hits the 

skimmer with Produce Flame, dealing some damage but failing to start a fire.  Wogan encourages his 

gunners to speed up their loading, skillfully reducing the normal four rounds to two.  Tommy loads 

his crossbow and takes up a sniping position in the rigging.  Samaritha asks Serpent, "Sink them or 

scare them?"  Serpent answers, "Sink them!"  Samaritha hits the skimmer mid of the aft with a 

Fireball; the skimmer takes damage and several crew are killed.  “God I love her cold blooded heart,” 

Serpent thinks to himself. Hatshepsut casts another buff spell on herself.  Daphne hits the skimmer 

with a Stinking Cloud; three elves are disabled. 

 An elf wizard hits the pirates with Glitterdust, blinding two of the freedmen.  Then elf 

arrows shower the pirate vessel, but only down one of the blinded freedmen. 



 Sindawe attempts to cross the T with the skimmer and fails miserably. The skimmer is 

now on the pirate's port side... away from the loaded cannons!  And they steal the weather gauge.  

The elf wizard puts a Flaming Sphere on the pirate's deck; the Araska’s port bow is on fire.  The 

elves fire arrows downing another freedmen and a recruit.  An elf leader type hits Hatshepsut with a 

heavy crossbow bolt (10pts!).  Wogan uses Create Water to extinguish the flames.  Samaritha hits their 

rigging with a Scorching Ray.  Daphne puts a medium Fire Elemental on their deck; it declares their 

ship "clean".   

 Next Round:  The pirates attempt to recover the weather gauge and fail; Sindawe's 24 

on a sailing roll is laughable next to the elf captain's 37.  The opposed speed rule is a botch by 

Sindawe resulting in 16 points of hull damage as the ship scrapes over a hidden underweater 

obstruction.  The elf leader type shoots Samaritha with a heavy crossbow (9pts).  More arrows rain 

down on the pirate vessel, wounding a recruit.  Serpent throws Produce Flame again doing some 

damage but no fires.  Wogan uses Create Water again, putting out more fires aboard the Araska.  

Samaritha casts Daze on the elf captain, but he shrugs it off.  Daphne's Fire Elemental continues 

burning elves and starting fires. 

 Round 4:  Another failed attempt to capture the weather gauge.  The elf captain 

summons a large Water Elemental from an item, then points it at Daphne's medium Fire Elemental.  

The pirates groan.  The elf crossbow man changes back to Hatshepsut hitting her again with his 

uncanny accuracy (8 pts).  The elf wizard blinds Sindawe with a spell.  Wogan takes command from 

Sindawe while using Create Water to keep the Flaming Sphere fires under control.  Serpent puts 

another Produce Flame on the elf vessel.  Samaritha casts Fly on Serpent.  Daphne does the same on 

Hatshepsut.  Serpent and Wogan both notice the ship's anchor deploy on its own.  “That’s not 

good!” shrieks Serpent. 



 Round 5:  The elf captain succeeds in stealing the Teeth of Araska's wind, slowing the 

pirate vessel from 3 to 2 squares.  The elves manage this maneuver despite appearing to not actually 

block the wind.  The large Water Elemental continues killing the medium Fire Elemental.  A pirate 

is put to sleep by the elf wizard.  Serpent is hit by a crossbow bolt (8pts).  Elf arrows are largely 

ineffective against the mantlet-protected crew.  Serpent flies over to the enemy vessel and attacks 

the elf wizard in melee.  Wogan casts Invisibility Purge in order to spot the saboteur messing with the 

anchor and he spots an Unseen Servant; he orders a trio of pirates to deal with the anchor.   Tommy 

shoots the elf wizard from the tops, failing to assassinate the wizard but dropping him with damage 

anyway.  Samaritha casts Alter Winds to recover some of the lost speed for the pirate vessel.  Daphne 

hits the elf first mate with Magic Missiles.  Hatshepsut lands on the elf vessel near Serpent.  Jaren the 

Jinx shoots the aft culverin killing a single elf; the concealment from the Eversmoking Bottle works 

against him.   

 Next Round:  The Araska’s anchor finds purchase on the underwater rocks and the pirate 

vessel club-hauls and makes a 120 degree turn to starboard, spilling pirates everywhere (DC 15 

Acrobatics check).  The skimmer moves thru the smoke to close to point blank range with the 

Araska’s starboard side.  On the skimmer, elf sailors attack Hatshepsut but miss.  The Water 

Elemental finishes off the Fire Elemental.  Serpent and Hatshepsut kill several elf sailors.  The elf 

first mate fails to disarm Serpent with a whip.  Wogan stands up, shouts orders (Up Anchor and 

Douse Fires!), then casts a Healing Burst.  Tommy swings to over to the elf vessel (Acrobatics check 

22).  Daphne Dimension Doors herself and Samaritha over to the pirate vessel. 

 Next Round:  The skimmer pulls away from the fully stopped pirate vessel.  The first 

mate pulls scimitars and attacks Serpent (7pts).  Elf sailors gang up on Hatshepsut, Daphne, and 

Samaritha; Daphne is critically hit by a longbow (21pts).  Serpent rages!   Tommy flanks the first 



mate with Serpent and hits (12pts).  Wogan orders more sailors to raise the anchor, then uses Healing 

Burst again in a desperate attempt to keep the crew able.  Daphne casts Grease on the Water 

Elemental, but it manages to keep its balance.  Samaritha casts Enlarge on Serpent, announcing, 

"Grow LARGER!"   

 Next Round:  The skimmer continues to pulls away.  The elf captain hands the wheel 

over to a sailor and rushes to attack Tommy with a trident.  The entire elf crew moves to engage 

the pirate boarders.  Arrows fly and scimitars swing; minor wounds are inflicted.  Wogan orders the 

ship underway as the crew manages to lift the anchor.  Tommy climbs into the skimmer's rigging.  

Samaritha casts Ray Of Enfeeblement on the elf captain (3pts).  Daphne turns Invisible.  Hatshepsut 

attacks the Water Elemental with weak results; it returns the favor and beats the tar out of her. 

 Next Round:  The skimmer moves slowly; Wogan brings the Teeth of Araska to point 

blank range and commands, "Grapple!"  The wounded elf first mate dives overboard; Serpent 

wonders at this given that the elves were winning the fight aboard their vessel.  The elf captain hits 

Serpent twice (28pts).  The players discover Dispel Magic can reverse Cause Blindness, so Wogan uses 

the spell to fix Sindawe's sightlessness.  Tommy cuts rigging, dropping sails.  Samaritha casts Blur on 

herself and yells at Hatshepsut, "Run!"  Hatshepsut flies upward and heals herself (Cure Moderate).   

 Next Round:  Wogan maneuvers his starboard to the skimmer's port and unleashes HELL 

at point blank range with four cannon:  38pts, 32pts, and 24pts.  Lots of juicy hull damage and 

several elf sailors are shredded.  Sindawe uses Acrobatics to cross to the skimmer and flanks the elf 

lady captain with Serpent.  Serpent lands two hits where he had been regularly missing; thank you 

to the Menancing effect on Sindawe’s gauntlets.  Serpent’s hits do 20pts and 11pts (plus 23 non-

lethal from a critical); he is dismayed to see the woman is still standing.  Wogan orders his pirates 

across!  Tommy flanks another sailor with Sindawe, murderizing the man.  Samaritha uses her 



Bonded Item to recall Dispel Magic, which she uses to dispel the Water Elemental.  Hatshepsut 

returns to the battle and kills a sailor.  The greatly reduced elf crew attacks; many blows land on 

Serpent who is still standing only because of his RAGE!  Sindawe kills a sailor, returns the captain 

to "flanked", and hits her once (9pts).  Serpent then ends the captain with a staff blow (17pts), then 

collapses as his Rage expires.   

 Wogan and the pirates cross over and kill the remaining elves, who fight to the death.  

Pirro tears down their flag.  Pirates don the elf masks and mock the dead.   

 Sindawe pours a potion of Cure Light Wounds down Serpent, while Wogan extinguishes 

the many remaining fires with Create Water.  Samaritha and Hatshepsut fly Serpent back to the Teeth 

of Araska and disappear into their cabin; several pirates make bawdy comments.  Wogan heals several 

pirates wounded during the last fight.  He even saves Kahina's life, and takes the opportunity to 

inspect her more completely, noting that she also has some "aggressive sex" bruises, undoubtedly 

inflicted during her trysts with Tommy, Lil, and Seyanna (a succubus).  Hatshepsut gives him the 

fish eye.   

 The dead elf captain has a lot of magic:  Full Plate +1, Trident +1 of Warning, Belt of 

Giant Strength +2, Gloves of Swimming and Climbing, +2 Cloak, and an Amulet of Natural Armor 

+1.  She also has a star knife and large wooden shield.  The ship's wizard has potions (alter self, dark 

vision, expeditious retreat, resist fire, and invisibility) and a Cloak of Resistance +2.   

 Down below the ship holds elf waybread, random supplies, and elf furniture (hanging 

chairs), chaise lounges, etc...  Wogan recovers nautical charts from the captain's cabin; these charts 

are special because they are carved into a table top.   Mundane items recovered for resale: long bows 

(20), scimitars (8), knives, random ship's supplies, and a crate full of elf furniture.   

 The elf captain is the only survivor.  



 Wogan says, "We can interrogate her.  Find out about their navy, patrols and all of 

that." 

 Sindawe replies, "She won't talk.  Not unless we use torture." 

 Wogan nods, "Yeah.  I've had my fill of that." 

 Sindawe says, "We could let the men have her.  They might get something useful." 

 Wogan shakes his head "no".  The elf woman is taken out to a small island and abandoned 

with some food and water.   

 

Leave the Scene of the Crime 

 An hour later the Teeth of Araska sails away.  Wogan uses the last of his Healing Bursts 

while the crew works on repairs and sailing.  Serpent remains in bed tended by his wife, Samaritha.  

The officers decide to follow the Black Bunyip's path thru the Stacks rather than try to head it off.  

It just seems safer given the treacherous nature of the Stacks. 

 That night Wogan hears Tommy and Lil arguing, "No, I get to wear the Mordant Spire 

elf mask!"   

 Dum Dum, Mano, and Stoke are on watch that night.  At 3AM a freak breeze blows 

through and catches the topsail (left in position by lazy sailors), threatening to snap the mast.  The 

trio rush to save the ship by cutting the sail.  They manage to do so even without adult guidance, 

Officers are woken up to deal with the results.    

 The next day the ship makes 15 miles. 

 The next day is a gale.  A control roll is necessary to keep the mast from snapping.  It 

turns out short gales and freak winds are common in the Stacks, driven by the narrow allies made by 

the islands.   



 The next day Stoke spots a stack that is straighter and a different type of material than 

the other stacks.  The Teeth of Araska is pointed in that direction.  The pillar is actually very far 

away, and 700 yards on a side, made of crystal, and surrounded by a net or lattice that stands apart 

from it.  Gaps in the lattice are 7 feet wide.  There are no apparent stairs, entryways, etc. on its 

sides. 

 Wogan declares, "I want to shoot a cannon at it." 

 Sindawe aska, "Really?" 

 Serpent says, "I'm sure others have done the same." 

 Many of crew holler their agreement; they love seeing things be shot.   The shot knocks a 

hole in the side, shattering its way into a larger room inside.   

 Sindawe declares, "Well, something horrible is probably inside.  Let's leave."  He orders 

the ship away. 

 Serpent overhears the Trident of Warning humming.  He picks it up and hears, "A 60' shark 

approaching!" This later changes to "It is following us." 

 Serpent determines that the shark can make 6 knots while the ship can currently make 3 

knots.   The pirates decide against extra speed because the islands are becoming more compact.  

That night the pirate vessel anchors because of the packed islands.   

 The next morning the ship continues onward.  The shark continues to follow.  And JJ, 

the seamunculus, puts in an appearance pacing the aft deck wearing a Mordant Spire elf mask.  

Turns out he is wearing the mask because he thinks Samaritha will find it sexy.   

 A long amusing, yet futile conversation is had between the officers and the seamunculus.   

 

 JJ asks, "Are we going to investigate that ship over there?"  Everyone looks around to see 

a ship wrecked on an island in the distance. After some discussion the pirates agree that yes they 



should investigate it, despite Serpent's comment, "Sindawe, you hate shipwrecks."  Sindawe agrees 

but says, "Well, this time it isn't my plan or map, so we should be OK."  Looking with a spyglass, 

numerous macaws are spotted in the beached ship's rigging.  It is a human vessel and has been there 

for a while.   

 A long boat is launched with Bel, Mano, Delmer, and Pirro rowing for the officers.  

Saluthra accompanies us because the macaws look delicious.  The waves are such that the boat takes 

a beating on the rocky beach before they land.  The pirates approach the ship and notice monkeys 

too.  Saluthra slithers up the mast, scaring the macaws into a loud and colorful storm. 

 Wogan asks Serpent, "Do they taste good?" 

 Serpent replies, "Yeah, I guess.  They're a delicacy in some countries." 

 Wogan takes aim and shoots.  Everyone is shocked when his gun detonates in his hands 

and back-washes him with powder burns.  Luckily, the pirate is only lightly injured.  He begins 

picking up his broken gun. 

 The pirates climb aboard; their hearing is drowned out by macaw cries.  The deck is 

covered in bird droppings.  The officers go below, leaving the crew to keep watch.  Initially, they 

find bags of grain, knocked about and spilling their contents.  Wogan reaches into a bag to see if it 

has gone bad and quickly snatches it back when a monkey leaps out, screeches, and runs away. 

 Sindawe, "That's weird.  Do people transport monkeys and macaws?" 

 Wogan, "I don't see any cages.  This is weird." 

 Sindawe, "Maybe a drunk sea hag turned the ship's crew into macaws.  Or monkeys.  Or 

both." 

 Wogan nods and decides to examine the macaws and monkeys using Detect Magic.  

Sindawe encourages Serpent to do the same.  But no magic is detected.    



 Suddenly a commotion is heard from below decks.  Saluthra had gone below to hunt 

monkeys; she found a large group in hiding and panicked them into a swarm attack.  The officers 

wade in:  Wogan shoots, Serpent swings his staff, and Saluthra rolls and bites.  The monkey swarm 

bites everyone and distracts Sindawe into withdrawing from the fight.  The fight continues until the 

swarm breaks up.   

 The pirates press onto the cabins, noting that the rooms have been looted.  But no bodies.  

But they do find many, many bird cages.  And a barrel of pickle juice, which accounts for why so 

many of the monkeys were pickle scented.   

 

The Journey Continues 

 The Teeth of Araska continues its trip.  Wogan uses his Track Ship spell and the charts to 

determine that they are gaining on the Black Bunyip.  In fact, the Black Bunyip seems to be lingering 

in one area. 

 That day the ship is becalmed.  And the giant shark panics a school of flying fish into 

leaping the ship.  Serpent finds JJ in his cabin with Samaritha and Daphne; they're making him little 

outfits.  JJ declares, "Nothing going on here." 

 The next day, the journey continues. A lookout spots a black plume, which lies in the 

direction they are headed.  On the approach they note that there are many tiny rock islands which 

reduce the approach options.  Using cartography and mapping the Black Bunyip's approach the 

pirates select what they think is the safe approach.  One such bottleneck is only 1500' wide and 

everywhere there are cliff faces.   

 Finally, they emerge into an inland sea containing high cliffs and a trio of islands.  The 

first island is two miles long and holds Azlanti structures familiar in architecture to the pirates from 

their time on Nal-Kashel (Monster Island).   There are many shipwrecks on it.  The third island has 



a giant, cracked crystal dome.  Above it is a giant, floating lens, burning whatever falls beneath its 

gaze (jungle and random ship wrecks)... thus the smoke plumes.  And somewhere in there is the Black 

Bunyip. 

 The currents want to push the ship northeast into sunken structures.  The pirates choose 

to go west to avoid all of that.  As they sweep past an edge of the first island they spot a beach 

covered in flotsam and several heavily burnt skimmers.  Swinging further west around the first island 

shows many ship killing rocks lining the exterior cliff face and a rubble choked body of water on the 

island's western edge. 

 And there are signs of habitation in this area.  Man-made nets hang down from up high.  

Silver lined roofs glow in the sun.  And the rocks leave little room for confident navigation.   

 

Cliff Hanger 

 Serpent gets a Fly cast on him by Daphne, then takes to the skies for a bird's eye view.  

Where is the Black Bunyip? 



Notes Page 

 Track Ship spell.   

 Captain Morgan Baumann's Black Bunyip.  

 Stacks of Azlant 

 Mordant Spire 

 Teeth of Araska 

 JJ the aquatic homunculus 

Objectives:   

 Capture the Black Bunyip and as many of her crew as possible. 

 Capture Captain Morgan Baumann for interrogation by Tommy.  Then kill her. 

 Locate the Andoran Sun Temple Colony 

 Small commemorative plaques for each deceased crewmen.  Mount permanently on the mast. 


